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HOGY® Precaution Set 

Product re-order code: PRS-201  Product name: Precaution set 

Latex | Disposable, No re-use | Lot xxxxxxxx | Expiry: 3 Yrs from packing 

 

List of contents: 

No Description of the content Reference/Code No Qty 

1 Shoe cover PSCO43E 2 Pcs 

2 Water repellant -Natural rubber pant, L-size PUWDL 1 Pc 

3 Full length gown with encircling Tie L Size MG-BVB-14 1 Pc 

4 Water repellant cap PMCSR60 1 Pc 

5 N95 Filter Mask- Single Unit Pillow type HPR-R 1 Pc 

6 Nitrile hand gloves (Powdered) M-Size 2 Pcs 

7 Protective Goggles (JIS T8147) Face side: Fog proof 1 Pc 

8 Full head & neck mask with tie MCS 204 1 Pc 

 

Instructions on material, usage and storage 

 

This product is used for reducing the risk of contamination/infection of personnel while 

handling humans or animals or materials suspected to have contagious 

pathogens/infections or while working in pathogen contamination prone environments. 

The components are non-sterile and to be worn and disposed appropriately as instructed 

and as per local regulations. 

 

1. Precaution set: 

This product is meant for a single use. Re-use is strictly prohibited 

This product doesn’t protect the wearer from high pressure, or gases or vapor or 

steam or chemicals or carcinogenetic material or materials that can penetrate trans 

dermally. 

2. N95 respirator 

N95 particle filter (95% filtration capacity) effective against non-oily particle-aerosol. 

If the percentage of Oxygen is less than 19.5%, please don’t use. 

Don’t use in environments where there could health hazards or danger to life 

3. Nitrile hand glove 

This product may cause allergic reactions such as skin irritation, rash etc and should 

that happen, please refrain from using it and consult a physician for management of 

the symptoms. 
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Store this product in a cool, dry place away from direct sun light.  

Avoid storing in the vicinity where exposure to UV light or ozone are likely.  

 

General instructions 

Don’t use beyond the date of expiry 

It is mandatory to read the product manual before usage 

This product contains natural rubber material. Due to that or any other material used, 

there could be adverse reactions such as rash, irritation, allergy, edema, respiratory 

problem, fall in blood pressure, shock or other allergic reactions and should it happen on 

usage, please immediately stop using the product and consult a physician and/or take 

necessary remedial measures. 

If the package or any of the components are found damaged, please refrain from using. 

Use immediately upon opening the package and follow all regulatory and infection 

control related protocols while removing and disposing the used materials safely without 

any further hazard to anyone. 

 

Manufactured at Biura Manufacturing Plant II 

Medical product referenace number: Not applicable 

Manufactured and sold by: 

M/s Hogy Medical Co., Ltd, 2-7-7, Akasaka, Minato Ku, Tokyo 107-8615 Japan 

 

Imported and distributed in India by: 

M/s Medi Nippon healthcare pvt Ltd., 

www.medinippon.com 
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Yamamoto                                   YTS-74 

94490702 

Protection Goggle- User Manual 

JIS Certified 

 

Thanking you for buying the product. 

Before using the product, please go through this manual carefully. 

Keep the manual throughout the usage  

This protective goggle doesn’t guarantee a total protection to your eyes, face or body. 

 

1. Before using: 

This product is JIS certified; Ref No JIS T 8147. Though when packed this has been 

checked thoroughly, before usage, please check for any damages to the goggle or the 

strap or accessories that might have happened during transportation. Please don’t 

use if any damages are found. 

2. Indications: 

(i) In environments with Aerosol particles in the air and fine dust etc or when 

involving in occupations such as grinding of material, polishing, compression 

yards, cement or high particle areas, buffing, sand blasting or similar work, 

foundries, cast molding, spraying of insecticides or chemicals of hazardous 

nature,  

(ii) Can be worn on and above most of the spectacles or visions aids 

(iii) Warning: 

(a) Don’t use for any purpose other than that mentioned above 

(b) Don’t use in high temperature areas, places with exposure to laser or UV light 

or very high powered lights. 

(c) While engaged in any of the above tasks or in environments don’t remove it 

in between. 

(d) While using chemical reagents please use along with full face protective 

shields. 

3. While wearing: 

(i) Frame or other areas shouldn’t be damaged. Ensure transparency and the 

elastic belts is flexible as it could be damages when exposed long to uv light. 

(ii) Ensure that the goggle fits the face without any gap 

(iii) Ensure the elastic belt is placed neither too tight nor loose. 

(iv) While using with mask or cap ensure there is no gap between the goggle and 
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the face. 

4. Maintenance: 

If any damage or opacity in the lens area that may cause jeopardy to your 

vision 

(i) Ensure while using there occurs no damage to the lens portion by seeing to it 

that it doesn’t come in contact with rough surface etc and while placing the 

goggle on any place like table etc., the lens portion should face up without 

touching the surface of the object on which it is placed. 

(ii) Always ensure that the lens is clean; when need to be cleanse, don’t use the 

gloves or dirty cloth and when dust or oil or particles get stuck to the lens, 

wash with water and wipe with fine clean cloth. If your product is fog-proof 

read the special precautions on the same given below. 

(iii) Long term usage of the lens may make it weak to impact resistance and 

abrasion resistance and frame distortion may happen. In such cases, please 

carefully watch for these before every usage. 

(iv) After usage ensure that dusts on the lens and frame are cleansed before 

storage. 

(v) Store in cool dry place away from sunlight. Ensure there are no organic 

solvents in the vicinity. 

 

Fog-proof lens special precautions: 

The lens portion might become white/opaque for a while and this is could be cleansed 

with soft clean cloth 

(a) Scratch and dust may jeopardize the fog-proof coating 

(b) When lens gets dirty wash with water and wipe with clean fine cloth 

(c) If the fog coating becomes weaker, you may try coating with Demist-2 coating 

which is sold separately. 

5. Cleaning/sterilizing  

To sterilize the goggles use water mixed with 1% Sodium alkyl di-amino ethyl glycine. 

 

6. Replacement 

Replace with a new goggle in the following occasions, failing which the visual 

jeopardy and or accidents may happen 

i) When there are scratches and dusts on the lens and it obstructs the vision 

ii) When the lens and frame are too old, distorted and/or the belt has lost its 

elasticity for appropriate fixation 
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7. Repairing  

Please refrain from 

(i) Remodeling, changing the shape or distorting 

(ii) Using adhesives or glue of any kind on any of the components for 

fixing 

 

Manufactured by 

Yamamoto Kogaku KK 

3-25-8, Choudo, Higashi Osaka Shi, Osaka Fu, 577 0056, Japan. Tel: 06-6783-1101 

2-1-13, Yushima, Bunkyo Ku, Tokyo, 113-0334, Japan. Tel 03 3834 1876 

www.yamamoto-kogaku.co.jp 

 

Protective Goggle detailed specifications: 

Product Code YG-5090 HF 

Approval no JQ0508043 Name Protective goggle 

Spec.code JIS T 8147 Model No HC-1 

Lot no 9702 Yamamoto Kogaku K.K 
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Precaution set PRS 201 

Wearing instructions:  

This precaution set is to be worn above an upper and lower undergarments, which 

allow a free movement. Please open the contents of precaution set packeg in a dry place 

and confirm the contents listed are in place and that the package or contents are not 

damaged. 

1. Trousers: Wear this like any other trouser and the elastic in-built at the top should 

be above the undergarment (brief) 

2. Shoe cover: Wear an appropriate shoes (not included in the set) and above it, wear 

the show cover, covering the whole shoes and the precaution set trouser should be 

tucked in to the shoe cover. Fix the show cover tightly around the ankle using the 

elastic band provided. 

3. Cap: Wear the cap which should cover the entire hair and both ears up to the hairline 

of the neck. 

4. N95 filter Mask: Fix the nose-cramp to rightly fit to your nose. The elastic band on 

the upper side should be fixed above the cap at the middle of the head and the one at 

the lower side to be fixed around the neck. Check that the mask tightly fits around 

your nose and mouth. 

5. Full head & neck mask: Wear this mask above the cap and N95 filter mask and tie 

it around the neck  

6. Gown: Insert both the hands simultaneously through the arm areas from within 

where the size of the gown is displayed. Tie the gown around the neck with the neck 

portion of the head & neck mask, tucked in to the gown, after fixing the Velcro. Then 

tie the white inner tie and then encircle the tape around your waist and tie around 

the left side of the waist. 

7. Goggle: Wear the goggle and fix with the elastic band which should encircle the head. 

8. Gloves: Wear the gloves into which the white cuff portion of the gown is tucked. 

 

Please check once again that there are no gaps between any of the above components 

and the entire body is covered appropriately. 
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Precaution set PRS 201 

Removal instructions:  

 

1. Gloves: Wash the gloves with alcohol containing sterilizing agent or hypochlorite 

thoroughly. But don’t remove it. 

2. Gown: To remove the gown, first untie the neck tie, Velcro, waist tie and then the 

inner white tie. Remove the gown by pulling with the gloved hand from the neck 

portion without touching the body and bundle the gown in a manner that the inner, 

body facing portion will be exposed out and bundled. 

3. Shoe cover: Place the gloved hand inside and roll from within, above downwards so 

that the outer exposed portion while usage will be rolled in without exposure to 

outside when disposed. 

4. Trousers: Place the gloved hand at the hip from within and keep rolling from above 

with the exposed portion getting inside and removed while rolling it to be disposed. 

5. Glove: Remove the gloves with the outer-exposed portion rolled in and disposed one 

by one, while ensuring that the bare had after removal of one glove doesn’t touch the 

exposed outer portion of the second glove to be removed. Confirm that your hand has 

not touched any soiled portion of the removed components. 

6. Goggle: Insert your hand between the head band and the head at the back side and 

remove the goggle holding the elastic band without touching the goggle. 

7. Full head & neck mask: Untie it from behind and remove it holding the back portion. 

8. N95 filter Mask: Remove it using the elastic bands at the bottom and then the elastic 

band at the top without touching the front portion of the mask. 

9. Cap: remove it by placing both the hands on either side near the ears and dispose. 

 

After removal of all the components of the precaution set, once again sterilize your hand 

with alcohol or appropriate hand sterilizing agent. While removing the precaution set, 

don’t touch the front, exposed portion. The used material should be disposed as per local 

regulations and/or following the prevailing guidelines for contamination 

prevention/biomedical waste disposal based on the utility and/or environment. 


